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Speaker for May 19th, 2013

The Energy System of the Earth and the Blue Mountains

- Ocha Sheehan -

O

cha will describe the energy system of
the Earth and how this supports all
life, including humanity, to grow, flourish
and evolve. You will discover the similarities
between the chakras and meridians of the
human body and those of the Earth’s, and
experience this for yourself through a short
meditation. This correspondence is the reason why we can work with the Earth Mother consciously, and we affect the energy system of the Earth all of the time.
Ocha will discuss the world portals, and how the Blue Mountains
fits into this, and the future role this region has in the development
of the Earth and humanity. We can help the Earth by amplifying the
universal values of unconditional love, peace and harmony now in
preparation for this stepping up. She will also show how the Earth’s
portal system teaches humanity how to step up to their highest potential.
Ocha draws from her considerable experience in conservation as a
park ranger in national parks, and an ecologist and land use planner
in local governments around Australia. After this she studied with
Sri’ama Qala in the Gaia Mystery School, Byron Bay for 4 years,
travelling to sacred sites around the world, learning the other sciences of energy and consciousness. She now offers ‘Meditation in the
Bush programs and special Earth ‘healing’ events.
See www.ochasheehan.com or write to ocha@ochasheehan.com
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From the Editor

T

he days are rolling by pretty fast, we are already in May 2013, the
world was going to end in December 2012 and of course it is still
going on as usual. If you remember it was also going to end in 1978,
but that was postponed too. Maybe humans may be better off focusing
in making this world a better place to live, rather that trying to guess
the future. The track record on predictions is awfully poor so far.
Others, like in the material channelled by Kryon, are talking about a
slow but steady change in consciousness triggered by changes in the
earth energetic environment, including the sun and the planets of our
system. According Kryon, December 2012 is the mid point of an evolutionary window of 36 years. So, the next 18 years would see a gradual move towards more honesty, transparency and kindness in human
behaviour reaching a climax in 2030. By then, the world will be a very
different place, and we will wonder how we could have accepted all the
shananigans going on in the world today.
We also have to remember that the Indigo children are coming of age
too, and that by 2030 they will start to rise to management positions in
business and governments. I have a 3 year old grandson and I am amazed
to see his advanced awareness. Taking him to pre-school, I realised that
all the other kids his age have the same kind of awareness.
This month we have fewer, but longer articles from around the world.
We also have a Dowsing Seminar planned for June. Do not miss out,
these seminars are a great learning environment, and if you already
know how to dowse, you still may learn an additional thing or two.
I am off to Europe shortly. I am hoping to bring back some interesting
stories from France, which was the birth-place of Scientific Radiesthesia after the second world war.
Until next time..							François
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In the Footsteps of Hamish
By Angela Latham
Reprinted from Dowsing Today,
The Journal of the British Society of November 2012

A

pollo and Athena Down at Italy’s Heel
Let me start at the end of my week’s mini Odyssey, at the final highlight on the mountain peak of the wild Gargano peninsula, where the
Athena and Apollo currents make their last embrace on Italian soil, before heading for Greece, then on to the Holy Land.
The route up the winding mountain roads had passed through the remnants of Europe’s primeval forest. It was Sunday, and I joined the shuffling climb down wellworn steps to stand underground in the ancient
sacred cave where the Archangel Michael had appeared, not once, but
three times over the centuries.
The visions and miracles brought Popes and Saint Francis, who deemed
himself unworthy of crossing such a sacrosanct threshold and left his imprint there. Hamish Miller appeared
here just the once, but with his imposing stature and ill-concealed dowsing
rods, he probably caused almost as
much of a stir.

At sea, but still on the Apollo line
Page 4

Big Dragon Country
In their book ‘The Dance of the Dragon’, Hamish and Paul Broadhurst, with
their questing companions Vivenne
Shanley and Ba Russell, had been chasing the two serpentine, entwined currents all the way from Ireland across
France and down through Italy. Now
here in Puglia, the wilder heel of the
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013

country, I found myself
trembling as they had with
the force of the combined
energies. This was big dragon country indeed.
No wonder the Christian
church continued to guard
its sanctity as Pagans, Romans and Knights TemAncient Trulli houses with pagan symbols
plars - amongst others - had
done so before. The original cave must have been a rare wonder; a
chthonic, liminal place where masculine and feminine energies were
made manifest in the form of a natural spring forcefully gushing from a
wall, to fall into a wide cleft in the cave floor.
Legend describes this as a miraculous and redeeming place where the sins
of mankind may be released. A small grotto at the rear continued that
theme, with a tradition of small stones being taken by pilgrims and
thrown, along with their sins, into the neighbouring fields as they departed.
Early man may well have thrown his ‘scapestones’ into the cleft, to be
carried to the domain of Baal and melted in the re-cycling heat of Mother Earth. Unsurprisingly, an earlier inner door depicted the original legend of a bull worshipping at the entrance.
Today, outside the portal to this Sanctuario di San Michele, visitors are
warned by a Latin inscription; “Terrible is this place, this is the house of
God and the Gate of Heaven” - the same signifier used in other places
held secret and sacred by Knights Templars.
I couldn’t get at the stones, if there were any left. That part was locked
away, perhaps just during Mass which was in progress when I arrived. My
Catholic upbringing left me strangely comfortable with the ritual going
on and I edged to a place, standing room only, near the back. Within
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013
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13th Century Castel del Monte built on
Fibonacci spiral with integral and fundamental energy lines and Knights Templar
ritual usage

moments I sensed the tingling
through my feet; within minutes
I was positively shaking all over. I
wasn’t sure whether I had accidentally placed myself on a particularly powerful point but
much later, referring to the book’s
diagram of the cave’s complex
layout. I realised I was actually
over the Athena and Apollo crossing points, the spot where Hamish dowsed the energetic fourpetalled pattern they had found
at previous power nodes on their
journey.

To dowse the spot, Hamish and
Co had to dodge the watchful church warden who was very concerned to
enforce the ‘no photography’ signs. I didn’t see the signs myself, honestly,
and once Mass was over and the congregation filed out I was almost
alone, and could body-dowse without drawing attention. The warden
just saw a batty English lady who prayed in a slightly odd way, walking
around with her hands outstretched.
The cavern slopes and ripples, low-ceilinged, into many small grottos,
the floor cleft filled in long ago. The whole place resounded with the service just ended and the multitude that preceded it. It is an emotionally
overwhelming place and I was glad eventually to be alone there.
Before leaving I was tempted to take a covert photo of the original springface grotto, marked by the small statue of St Michael killing the dragon.
My reliable camera wouldn’t work, the red battery-dead icon winking
like the eye of a wounded dragon. The saint’s icon had over-riding power!
A little later, back in the over-world blinking like Persephone in the warm
Page 6
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spring sunshine, I was drawn to the beautiful mermaid window of the
nearby Baptistery, another possible contribution of the Knights Templar,
unfortunately closed for the day. I raised my camera without thinking
and lo and behold, it clicked away quite happily. The energies within the
cave sanctuary obviously have an electro-magnetic component (but Paul
Broadhurst’s photos of both feature in the book, so he somehow fended
off the ‘dragon current’ while he snapped). There’s a whole chapter devoted to this Monte Gargano and, like the rest of the book, makes a fascinating read.
The mountain and its cave have been a place of worship and ritual for
thousands of years. Medieval pilgrims followed the Via Sacra, linking
Rome via the Appian Way onwards to the ports of Puglia (Apulia) to Jerusalem.
They would no doubt also have visited en-route the cathedral of Saint
Nicholas of Bari, as did I earlier in the week; it was yet another amazing
place, packed as tightly into the holiday itinerary as my spring clothes
were in my squeezed suitcase.
They probably stayed in hovels
and travelled on foot. I enjoyed
good hotels and comfortable
coaches, with specialist guides
speaking fluent English through
what Luigi, our tour manager,
called ‘whispers’ - wi-fi audio head
sets.
This meant we didn’t have to
huddle up close to hear the
guides, and gave me freedom to
wander from the pack, waving
my arms around doing you know
what.
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Entwined mermaid window reputed to
Knights Templars at Baptistery/Basilica
Monte St Michelle
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Apollo landing site, the Templar Church at
Trani

Father Christmas Lives On
Bari revealed a surprise when I
followed the sound of heavenly
chanting coming from the crypt.
There, another mass was in progress, led by none other than Father Christmas, intoning in Russian while the Armenian
congregation sang their spine tingling close harmonies.
In a rare act of cooperation, the
Orthodox and Catholic churches
agree to snare this final resting
place of Saint Nicolas, patron
saint of Russia and emblematic of
the old shamanic ways of the
Steppes. His bones had been stolen from Turkey but that’s another story.

The high priest, with his rosy cheeks, long white beard and pony-tailed
hair, really did look like Santa Claus (I’m sure Santa does have a pony tail
hidden under his Mithraic cap). The crypt crawled with beasts carved
atop pillars and the energy was palpable.
As it also was another day, at the unusual 13th century fortress of Castel
del Monte, built by the polymath Emperor Frederick II whose startling
mix of abilities and proclivities gave him another title ‘stupor mundi’, the
amazement of the world.
This castle doesn’t follow the rectangular layout of the other 200 he also
built. This one reeks of esoteric and astrological significance, based on
sacred geometry and fit for ritual use. No way was this a hunting lodge!
It is 8-sided, with 8-sided towers at each corner, 8 connected rooms on
each floor whose doors would have opened and closed in only one sePage 8
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quence.
Oh, and a Spring Equinox alignment through the centre where the shaft
of sunlight would have landed on a second-storey plaque, long gone and
of un-recorded imagery.
Standing in the centre of the octagonal courtyard, open to the sky, I had
time to body-dowse, sensing a strong directional pull to one door, a push
from another and a neutral response from the third which would be appropriate to a ritual route. I felt the path of the energy flow through the
whole castle followed a Fibonnacci spiral.
All Saints Abound
Next on to Trani with its exquisite cathedral, white stone facades glowing
alongside the sea. The Knights Templars had here built the nearby Church
of Ognissanti, part-ruined but with a statue of St Michael spearing the
dragon. No surprise that this is another port of call on Hamish’s hunt,
and he found the Apollo line running to it as it bounces along this coast.
We weren’t continuing further in Hamish’s footsteps but we did visit
other places of immense antiquity - a canyon of caves and later warren of
troglodyte houses at Matera, thought to be the oldest human habitations
in Italy; and the enchanting village of Alberello where the traditional
Trulli houses have pagan symbols painted on their bee-hive stone roofs,
echoing the monks’ cells at Skellig St Michael in Ireland where the dragons start their long journey.
The holiday was with Riviera Travel who I have used before and can recommend. It would have been a hard slog visiting such an amazing list of
places independently, and enough free time was built in to explore or
relax alone, enjoy boat trips to sea caves and walk on beaches. My small
dip into ‘The Dance of the Dragon’ was a merry one indeed.
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Letter from Meagan Heazlewood
Dear Dowsers,

I

so enjoyed the wonderful energy of your group for the meeting on
‘Crop Circles and what they are communicating to us’, which connects
ancient cosmologies and traditions with present day events and all sentient consciousness.
I would like to put forward to you, for your own information, some resource material which could be useful to you if you wish to research further into related information.
It was very exciting and affirming to me to know of the very recent movie of Dieter Broers, called “Solar Revolution - Does the sun have the power
to transform humankind?”.
Dieter Broers is a world renowned German Biophysicist. He “makes a
compelling case pointing to a wealth of scientific evidence, that shows a remarkable correlation between increases in solar activity, and advances in our
creative, mental, and spiritual abilities.”
James Steward hosted its first
screening in Sydney and I highly
recommend it. It is available on
DVD purchasing through the Inet.
There is a stellar lineup of physicists contributing to this understanding of the calibre of Rupert
Sheldrake, Elizabeth Rauscher,
Rick Strassman, Ernst Senkowski.....and many others.
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Nassim Harramein is a brilliant
young physicist who has worked
with Elizabeth Rauscher on a
revolutionary theory of the
‘Swarzchild proton’ which predicts every atom as a mini black
hole. Nassim Harramein won a
scientific award for this paper.
He has a huge array of lectures
up on You Tube. His lectures on The Sun Gods are truly worth a look.
This is where he shows some very interesting NASA footage and stories
around NASA`s coverups. Nassim Harramein has a set of 4 DVD`s called
‘Crossing the Event Horizon’ , where he expresses his theories in very logical and easy to understand terms.
He courageously addresses many things about ancient cultures, which we
simply are lied to about in mainstream academia.
Nassim has a few mind blowing things to say about crop circles (CC) as
well, and he demonstrates that CC`s are giving us the information we
need to understand the forces of creation....”The Geometry of the Vacuum
of Space”. Check it out.
Googling:
Red Ice Creations brings a wealth of amazing interviews with people of
the calibre of Nassim Harramein, and many other physicts, UFO researchers, Exopolitics; etc, in fact everyone who`s busting out of the constraints of mainstream consensus opinion and brainwashing.
James Hardiman, is the person who constructed in 3D an alchemical
symbol which was a crop circle of tetrahedral design, called The Barbary
Castle Tetrahedron.
When he constructed it he discovered antigravitic properties. So, Google
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013
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James Hardiman and the
Barbary Castle Tetrahedron.
Search for information relating to the enormous energy burst from Saggitarius
A in the centre of the Milky
Way Galaxy, (Hunab Ku to
the Mayans) which extends
20,000 light years above
and below the Galactic
plane, and dubbed ‘Fermi Bubbles’ by scientists. Discovered in 2008 by
the Fermi Gamma ray space probe.
See what David McComas of the IBEX (Interstella Boundary Explorer)
South West Research Institute, has to say about a highly energetic ribbon
of energy spreading along the Galactic plane, and compressing our heliosheath, penetrating our solar system and activating our Sun.
Google: Voyager 1+2 Data pertaining also to this ribbon of energy and
the state of Earth`s magnetosphere.
Google: Solar emissions mutating matter on Earth.
Google: Dr Alexey Dimitriev. ‘Planetatophysical State of the Earth and
Life’.
Google: What David Wilcock and Greg Braden have to say about the
effect of photons on DNA.
Have a great journey, with lots of Love!
									Meagan Heazlewood.
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A Tree’s Signature
By John Richardson

I

was exploring energy around trees when I found something interesting. Try running energy through your hands into the trunk of a tree,
on a day that is so still that not a leaf stirs.
Choose either smooth bark trees or a silver birch tree first. Leave rough
barked trees until you have felt the response of the tree, and are able to
ignore the feel of the rough bark texture on your hands when working!
Place your hands on the side of the tree trunk, about where its side
trouser pockets would be, if it were human.
Close your eyes to avoid distractions and run energy from your hands
into the tree. Keep the energy running and you will get a response of
some kind in return.
You may feel the tree swaying in your hands, but as the day is ‘still’ you
know the tree is not moving. Other sensations such as pulsing, tingling
etc., may occur as different trees give different reactions. What is your
tree saying?
Is this ‘feel’ the tree’s signature?
Try different trees, notice the difference?
The ‘old man Banksia Tree’ was it much stronger than others in its reply?
Trees are talking! Are you listening? Enjoy.
John Richardson (02) 6643 3813.
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- Beginner Dowsing Seminar June 30th, 2013, with Maggie Lowe

D

owsing is a means of accessing information, using a pendulum via
your body’s own natural electro magnetic sensitivity in answer to a
clearly defined question. At this relaxed, hands-on, interactive, practical
seminar, beginning dowsers will learn the basics of ‘what, why, how and
when’ from Maggie Lowe, who is an experienced tutor.
If you are a dowser already but feel a bit ‘wobbly’, not confident in your
ability or your pendulum “doesn’t seem to be reliable”, these issues will
be addressed.
You will learn how to ask the right questions to produce accurate answers, participate in activities which will build your dowsing confidence,
learn to make and use charts to save time, and be shown the use of other
tools such as divining rods and bobbers.
You will be given an overview of many aspects of dowsing, and the use of
natural, subtle energies for your investigation later. But the main game
plan is to learn the basics, so you leave the Seminar as a confident dowser with a smile on your face, your world changed forever.
About your tutor:
Maggie Lowe also learned to dowse at a Beginners’ Seminar many years
ago, which changed her life. Encouraged to “use dowsing for everything
and push the boundaries” many wonderful discoveries were made in
health, garden, environmental, lost objects and the wonderful world of
energies we live in.
When: The Seminar Registration will begin at 9:30 am for a 10:00 am
start, on Sunday 30th of June 2013.
Where: Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney.
(In the same room as our monthly meetings).
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Title:

Beginner Dowsing Seminar
- with Maggie Lowe -

Registration Form

Postcode:

Surname:

on the 30th of June 2013

State:

First name:

I would like to register for the Beginner Dowsing Seminar

Address line 1:

Suburb:

Mobile:

Address line 2:

Telephone:

Enclosed is my cheque or money order for $
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Email: olga.kos@bigpond.com

Please detach this form to register

www.dowsingaustralia.com

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Please do not send cash

Tel: 02-9818-6127

Olga Kosterin
169 / 5 Wulumay Close,
ROZELLE, NSW 2039

Forward payment with this completed form to

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Please make Cheque or Money Order payable to

Cost: $120 members or $140 for non members

Know Your Well Driller
(Or risk throwing your money down a dry hole.)
By James Kuebelbeck
Reprinted from the American Dowser Quarterly Digest, Winter 2002

I

had a most interesting dowsing experience a few years ago, and would
like to share it with the readers of the American Dowser. I must preface
the story with a few comments, however. When we receive a call to locate
underground water for a client, we always ask a few questions about their
particular situation, - such as previous water problems, present well, who
recommended us, size of the property, farm, residential, new construction, etc.
After arriving on site and getting any other pertinent information, (location of septic systems, underground electrical lines, etc) we always begin
our search for ‘live-water flows’ as close to the building site as possible, or
where it would be most convenient for the client. Sometimes God didn’t
put the water near the desired location (or it could be that the client
didn’t put the construction site near the water!).
At any rate, when we locate a satisfactory live-water flow, we delineate its
path on the surface by
placing marker flags along
the flow at about thirty
foot intervals. We also
spray paint the ground at
each flag location. (We discovered years ago that kids
sometimes remove flags after we leave). After we have done this, we try to determine just where
along the flow the best water well could be drilled. There are a number of
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factors and ‘tricks of the trade’ we have learned over the years that help us
determine this, and I hope to teach this to other serious water dowsers
someday.
After we determine the best place to drill, we place a blue flag (plus our
name flag) on that site. We then spray paint a three foot circle around the
two flags. (By the way, for those of you who have read one of my previous
stories, our name flags now read:
“Underground Water Locating - James and Carol Kuebelbeck Groundwater Flow Pattern Consultants”) (smile, smile) We always select
two good drilling locations on separate
water flows before we consider our
work finished - and by prior arrangement we collect our fee before we leave
the property.
Before we leave, we always make it a
point to tell the client that if they encounter any problems during or after
the drilling process, not to hesitate
calling us if we can be of any further
assistance.
We document everything we do, and
to help us remember particular sites or
situations (or people), my wife always
makes little notations about every site
- such as ‘people raise kangaroos in the
house, all the children have three eyes,
car burning in the driveway, etc’.
Now for the story. One day I received a call from one very unhappy lady.
She informed me that she had just had two dry wells drilled on sites I had
Page 18
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selected! Because of our unbroken record
of successful water locating, I was stunned.
I asked what happened, and she told me
that the well driller had drilled two holes,
each down to two hundred feet, and encountered no water whatsoever - and she
wanted to know when I could come back
and ‘try again’.
I asked who drilled the well, and it turned
out to be a well driller for whom we had
done numerous jobs in the past. We hadn’t
heard from him for a few months and
though we didn’t know him well, we knew
him to be a competent well driller.
Thoroughbreds? White Fence? Covered Bridge?
I asked her name and where the site was located. I was somewhat embarrassed because I couldn’t immediately remember the site or the situation.
We had been in that area numerous times in recent months, and as is
often the case, my wife drives while I read or do paperwork. Sometimes
I do not take notice of all the landmarks when we arrive on site.
She told me she was sure I would remember her place because they raise
thoroughbred race horses, and their whole farm is enclosed by a white
board fence. (She also added that they have a long tarred driveway, with
a covered bridge over a small stream that we had to cross to get up to the
yard area).
From her picturesque description of the place, I couldn’t believe that I
didn’t remember it! I asked what fee we charged when we were there before, and she quoted the price we usually charge for that area. It did seem
a bit strange to me, that if I had failed twice already, why she was willing
to have me ‘try’ again.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013
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I asked if she was sure the well
driller had drilled right on the sites
we had selected, and she assured
me that he had drilled right where
our name flag’s had been placed.
She added that we had found water
for a number of their neighbors
previously, and that’s why they
wanted to hire us - before they began drilling at random! I told her I
would call her back that evening.
When my wife returned later, I
told her about the phone call and
asked if she remembered the woman’s name. She couldn’t recall the
name, but she said it wasn’t surprising because we had done so many jobs in the past few months that we
hardly had time to get our own work done at home! I told her I didn’t
remember the place, but she reminded me that “we must have been there,
or our flags wouldn’t have been there!”
We looked through our schedule calendars, but could not find the woman’s name. We thought perhaps we might have worked for a contractor
at the time, and maybe never did learn the owner’s name. My wife wanted to know what date we were there, and I told her I’d ask the woman
when I called her back. I asked my wife if she remembered working on a
site where they raised thoroughbred race horses, and had a covered bridge
across a creek in the driveway.
“What,” she said, “This isn’t Kentucky! We were never on a place like that!
(Maybe we came in from another driveway, I suggested, but we’d surely remember a covered bridge.)”
We decided to call and find out what date we had been there. It had to
Page 20
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be on our schedule calendar somewhere.
I called the woman later that evening and asked exactly what date we had
worked on her property. She told me she had been gone for two days and
that it had to have been on one of two certain dates. I quickly checked
our calendar and discovered that we had been on two other dowsing jobs
out of the area on those dates, and could not possibly have been on her
property on either of those days! I then asked her if she herself called us
initially and made the arrangements for us to come to the property. “No,”
she said, “I tried to call you a number of times, but your line was always
busy.”
“I called the well driller and told him I was going to hire you to locate a drilling site. He told me that he knew you and had worked with you in the past,
and that he would call you and make the arrangements. I told him I was
going to be gone for a few days. When I returned, I saw your flags. I just assumed you and the well driller came out together. All I know is that when I
came home you had two flags with your name on them marking two spots for
me to drill - and now I’m out thirty five hundred dollars with nothing to
show for it!”
I asked how we marked the directions of the flows. “I don’t know anything
about that”, she said, “All I know is that your two flags were here when I got
home.” I asked if she knew how many other flags we had placed along the
flows, and she told me that there were no other flags. All she had seen
were our two name flags on two drilling sites. (This is not how we operate). We always flag the flows for a considerable distance, and always
leave all the flags on the property to delineate the subsurface flow (just in
case the well driller has to move further along the flow for some reason).
Credibility At Stake
I then asked if she paid our fee by cash, or by check,- because we had no
record of payment from her. “By check”, she said, “I paid the well driller.
It was included in his bill and I just assumed he paid you.” I told her I
would call her back in ten minutes. However, it took me longer than ten
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013
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minutes to calm my wife down.
“What are we going to do?” she asked. “Our reputation and credibility are
at stake here! We’ve worked too long and too hard to build up our credibility
to allow someone to discredit us like this. So this is why we haven’t heard from
this well driller lately! He’s been using our name flags from previous job sites,
telling landowners he hired us, and then billing them for our work. Then if
he gets a dry hole, we end up looking bad and lose our credibility as well! This
is outright fraud! This is a crime. You have to call this well driller right now
and confront him with this”!
I called back, and the woman immediately said, “You don’t remember being here, do you? You don’t think you were ever on my place do you?” She was
almost hysterical! I told her we had just checked our schedule calendar
and that we were out of the area on other dowsing jobs on the two dates
she mentioned, and that there was no way we could have put any of our
flags on her property on those dates.
“Are you telling me that the well driller himself put your flags on our property without you ever being here, and then billed us for your services?”, she
asked. “No m’am,” I said, “I’m not telling you that. What I am telling you is
that my wife and I don’t think we’ve ever set foot on your property, and we
have no idea how our flags got there!”
The silence that followed was deafening. “What can we do? We need a water supply. We have to have a well,” she said. I promised to call back in
about thirty minutes. Carol and I discussed everything that had happened, and could come up with only one way to resolve this terribly embarrassing situation.
Against my wife’s initial objections, I decided not to confront the well
driller directly. Instead, I came up with a little plan of my own (a little
nasty perhaps, but in my mind the well driller was a bit nasty also) - and
furthermore, now he was messing with our reputation and credibility as
well!
Page 22
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I decided to beat him at his own game
- and teach him a valuable lesson besides! I called the lady back. By now
she was furious! I told her we’d be
glad to locate a water supply for her
if we could, but this was now a very
awkward and embarrassing situation
which had already cost her a lot of
money and she had nothing to do
with it!
She asked what she should do. I told
her that if I were her I would call the
well driller and tell him that she had
talked to me about the situation. Then I suggested she tell him that she
wanted him to come back and drill at random until he found a good
water supply.
I further suggested that when a satisfactory water supply had been found,
(and after the well casing and well screen had been installed) to then tell
the well driller under the circumstances she considered her bill already
paid in full! Then I suggested that she purchase the ‘pitless adapter’, the
water line, the submersible pump, trenching, and all needed accessories
from a different well driller.
She thanked me profusely for my advice, and said that she was about to
make a very important phone call! I never heard from the lady again. I
would bet, however, that one way or another, she now has a satisfactory
water supply!
We have dowsed a number of water wells for this particular well driller
since then, but other than his ‘red face’ a time or two, nothing has ever
been mentioned about this embarrassing ‘incident’.
To the best of my knowledge, however, none of our name flags have ever
been used in such a manner again!		
James Kuebelbeck
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Book Review
Touchstones for Today, by Alanna Moore

A

uthor Alanna Moore has been a geomancer for 30 years sensing and
advising on the energies and spirit of places, teaching internationally, and incorporating knowledge of Earth Mysteries into landscaping
and permaculture design.
This book is very nicely presented, with a lovely cover. It
includes plenty of photos and
drawings. This is an updated
and greatly expanded version
of a previous book published
as ‘The Magic of Menhirs and
circles of stone’.
The book is designed as a guide
book, to encourage people to
discover for themselves the
magic and transforming energies associated with both ancient megalithic sites, and
modern stones of power.
Alanna presents some insights
into the knowledge our ancestors had of the earth cycles, and the human connections to these cycles.
Be inspired to discover for yourself the magical energies associated with
both ancient megalithic sites, and modern stones or power. Find out how
to create energetic arrangements for earth harmony, and ritual working
with the Sacred Land.
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In the first few chapters she takes us around the world showing that universality of ancient civilisation’s connection to nature, via the placement
of stones. She explains that dowsing was used to measure earth and water
qualities, and their juxtaposition with the stones and menhirs placement
on them.
Of great interest to me were the later chapters, where Alanna introduces
the art of creating stone arrangements. This art has been enjoying a revival since the 1970’s as people are re-discovering the aesthetic appeal,
the sacred expression and earth rituals associated with stone circle making.
Alanna starts with simple designs, like small circles for the garden, making sacred circles to create advanced designs like medicine wheels. There
are also complete step by step instructions on how to create, position and
use a labyrinth, with associated rituals to performe.
The book concludes with a chapter on the tools required to work with
stones and healing circles.
The book is printed in a comfortable font size, is easy to read, and there
are a lot of photos. I really enjoyed reading it. I would recommend it to
anyone interested in energy, stones and dowsing.
									François

Library News

T

here are no special news this month.
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Speaker for June 16th, 2013
Gaynor Foster
- The Oneness Blessing -

S

ydney Oneness Blessing Giver,
Gaynor Foster, talks about the
Oneness Blessing.
T h e O n e n e s s Bl e s s i n g i s t h e
phenomenon behind the work of the
Oneness University. It is a transfer
of energy through touch or by the
power of intent that helps to create a growth in consciousness,
producing a shift in the perception and experience of life.
The Oneness Blessing is also found to help heal the body and
release repetitive emotional patterns, resulting in greater ease
and comfort with oneself. In relationships, it enables a greater
sensitivity and connectedness with others, freeing us from the
limitations of our judgements and conditioning.
When more people enter into a state of Oneness, the potential
arises for a flowering of the heart of all humanity, ushering in
an age of peace and harmony for the world.
The talk will be followed by a short meditation, and the receiving
of a hands-on Oneness Blessing.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2013
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